SCOPE
The scope of this document is to outline the process that will be used to prepare the compliance matrix document, track open or non compliance issues and the process for closing the open items. AII open items must be closed prior to issuing the Final Safety Analysis for the CVDF.
RESPONSIBILITIES
The CVDF Project has three Design Authorities (DA) who are collectively responsible for the overall technical adequacy of the project. The Thle 111activities are covered by two A/E's, one for facility construction and one for process equipment. The Project team is also involved in providing designs for special tools, project furnished equipment. Each page will have a heading and page number. Supporting documentation that helps show compliance may be provided, as appropriate, in the evaluation/ comments section.
NON-COMPLIANCE AND TO BE DETERMINED RESOLUTION PROCESS
Requirements in the matrix that contain TBDs or NC will be closed by modification to the matrix using the ECN process. A TBD will be closed when the information has been provided by the design agent (A/E) or the project. The DA will be responsible for preparing the modification and issuing the change. All TBDs will be tracked on a punch list. The punch list will become a project level schedule activity.
Requirements that are not captured in the design will be status as non-compliant(NC). Closure of a NC item will require one of the following to close , Justification from the A/E as to what code or standard was used, why it was used and how it compares with the requirement. and b
Justification from the DA that the requirement has been met via the above information. or b
Change to the design to meet the requirement or q Reference and describe a waiver from the requirement. All NCS will be tracked on a punch list that will be maintained by the DAs. The punch list will become an activity on the project level schedule. The following page is a copy of a punch that will be used to track open items,. 
